
Zeck Surprise Box Easter Special

Zeck Fishing

Product number: ZK-281580

Perfect surprise box for predator anglers as an Easter 
present.

101,45 €
49,95 € * 49,95 €

The perfect Easter present: Zeck Easter Special Surprise Box - 
Unforgettable gifts for anglers

A feast for predator anglers

The Zeck Easter Special Surprise Box is the ideal gift for anglers that will make every predator 
fisherman's heart and soul beat faster. This box is filled to the brim with a carefully selected mix of our best 
hardbaits & softbaits, including matching hooks, making it the perfect gift for anglers. A special, highly 
useful accessory included in this box makes it an essential part of any angling kit.

Maximum value, minimum price

Get €101.45 worth of products for just €49.95 and enjoy an exceptional saving of €51.50. This Zeck 
Surprise Box is not only an intriguing surprise and great fun to unwrap, but it also represents an exceptional 
gift for anglers with significant savings potential compared to buying them individually.

Limited edition - exclusivity guaranteed

The chance to get your hands on this unique surprise box is a one-off. The number of pieces is strictly 
limited, which emphasises its exclusivity and special nature. Don't wait too long, because this special 
compilation is only available once - if you miss it, it's gone forever.

The ultimate Easter gift for anglers - with satisfaction guaranteed

Whether as a surprise for someone special or as a reward for yourself, the Zeck predator box exceeds all 



expectations. If, contrary to expectations, you are not completely satisfied, we offer an uncomplicated 
money-back guarantee. You can send the box back to us (we only require the full quantity of products in 
their original packaging). This means you don't buy the proverbial pig in a poke and don't take any risks. 
With the Zeck Easter Special surprise box, you are giving the gift of joy, excitement and quality.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

